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Abstract 

Indian railway is at 4th no. railway network in the world. So, there are many problems like collision of trains. For minimize these 

problems, we used a RFID based identification of railway track in perfect manner. In this system, RFID tags are attached in tracks 

and RFID reader is attached in railway engine. Due to this, train engine gets path data automatically by detection of RFID tags 

which are connected on track. If path is correct then train run continuously and in case if path is wrong that time engine stops 

automatically and “WRONG PATH” shows LCD display. The benefit of this system is automatic track changer. Our prototype is 

beneficial for perfect track identification and perfect track change. 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The train accidents are occurring due to mechanical and human errors. Because of this Indian railway huge money loss due to 

cancellation of trains. Such accidents can be avoided by automation of our railway system. This is easiest and cheaper automation 

system in railways by using RFID and RFID module. RFID module is used for transmitting and receiving information process. 

Each RFID has the unique code so identity of every track is different. Communication between train and control station by using 

RF module. 

This system operates on wireless communication. When train run on track. We have to enter source and destination places on 

the LCD display by using click battens. When we click source and destination all information on that route automatically collected 

in the microcontroller. Because, every RFID has their unique code and its information already stored in the microcontroller. When 

train starts it reads RFID tags on route by RFID reader which is allocated in the train engine. On the way when track change 

condition occurs that time last tag before track changer read by train and give wireless information to control station for track 

change where RF module is situated for wireless communication. 

 Microcontroller 

A microcontroller is like a small computer on a single integrated circuit containing a processor core, memory and programmable 

input/output peripherals. Program memory in the form of ferroelectric RAM, NOR flash or OTP ROM is also often included on 

chip, as well as a typically small amount of RAM. 

 RFID Tags 

RFID tag is an Identification system. It is used for Identification and Tracking purposes. This ID system uses small ratio frequency 

identification. RFID tag is chip of silicon which are useful for data storage, the coil is mounted on the plastic cover. Each RFID 

tag has their unique. 

 RFID Reader 

A radio frequency identification reader (RFID reader) is a device used to collect information from an RFID tag, in which radio 

waves are used to data transfer from tag to reader. RFID is a technology like a barcodes in theory manner. RFID reader to be read 

RFID tags within ranges from 3 to 300 feet. This technology is use for quick scanned and enables fast identification. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

There are so many studies carried on RFID based track finding system. RFID system used by previous authors for railway track 

finding, automation of railway, tracking and identification, prevention of accidents, advanced pre-warning system etc. RFID system 

is useful for railway services.  
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 RFID Application For Track Finding 

Anand Kr. Gupta et.al. (2013), provided a system by using transmitter-receiver pair for information exchange from train to control 

station. He used LAB VIEW software for this project. Where, they proposed work based on RFID tags attached to track and RFID 

reader attached in the train engine. RFID tags detect by RFID reader. If route is correct then train run continuously otherwise signal 

generates and provides information to control station and engine automatically stop for this LCD display “WRONG PATH”. By 

this they created a system for train collision avoidance and is beneficial for safe journey. 

 
Fig. 1: flow chart of loco control 

 
Fig. 2: flow chart of control station 

 RFID Application for Advanced Pre-Warning 

Uvaraja S. et. al. (2012), provided a system most reliable than present TPWS and ACD system. In this system they used RFID, 

FLIR cameras and other embedded systems. This system is beneficial for obstacles overcome on track or any environmental 

hazardous problems. Where RFID tag read by RFID reader if data matches it sends a signal to a signal generation unit. This signal 

sends to the transmitter. The signal generator converts the input signal into a form which is depends on the signal destination. If 

RFID reader is activated, signal generator signal convert it into a form that receive by next two units. 

This received signal sent to a Camera Activation Unit. This activates the present FLIR camera. It captured image and sent to 

image signal unit. This image converts into electrical signal by image signal unit and this sent to a signal generator. Which converts 

the signal in a form that the train can receive. After that this signal sent to train via transmitter. Signal receiving from two units 

sends it to application software present on the train. By this train driver get information due to received image on the screen for 

next functioning of the train. 
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Fig. 3: real time application 

 RFID Application for Smart Rail Track Director 

P.Santhini et.al. (2014),they represented a system by using ZigBee module for two way communication. Where RFID tags are 

fixed on the tracks before one km of track changer and a RFID transceiver module is fixed besides to the RFID tags but outside 

the track. In this system, when train crossing the track the RF signals are generated and it received by the transceiver. It is due to 

the ZigBee module. The PIC 16F877A receives the signal, it is connected to track changer and signal controller. In case, both 

RFID tags are attached with the same track, RF signal generates then microcontroller takes the action and control the system by 

changing track and signal for safety train operation accordingly. 

 
Fig. 4: block diagram of operation 

 RFID Application for High Speed Railway System 

Xiaoqiang Zhang et.al. (2011), represented the RFID system for high speed railway system. Here they use RFID because it is easily 

track the fast moving train than any other system which are used in past. They performed on this system due to its capability of 

reading RFID tags in insufficient time and safe against collision like issues. 

III. CONCLUSION 

1) It will modify the Indian Railway system 

2) Use of RFID system is efficient and is cheap available, also development and maintenance of infrastructure is easy. 

3) RFID system provides safe and reliable system to Indian railway. 

4) Automation replaces human performance and it will be better than manual functioning. 
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